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The geography space problem in Literature works has been paid much attention 
by academic circles in recent years. And the geography image in Chinese classic 
poems is a problem that both of Classical Literature and Historical Geography are 
studying, such as the city image ,the river image and the mountain image in classical 
poems and etc. 
 Huiyan Mountain was a small mountain in Old Hengzhou Fu of China ( Today it 
is in Hengyang City, Hunan Province ) but very famous. Because of its beautiful 
legend that the wild goose won’t fly across the mountain, many ancient Chinese 
officials and literators came here to climb the mountain and write many poems. 
Whether the name of Huiyan Mountain came from its beautiful legend or its shape, 
there were different recordings written by ancient Chinese officials and literators. It 
seems that they couldn’t figure out the problem. So I discriminate their historical 
recordings and  study the problem from Modern Animal Science and Modern 
Climatography in the third part of my paper. I conclude that the legend  of the wild 
goose wouldn’t fly over Huiyan Mountain is just a legend, and analyse the reason 
why the legend has come into being and spreaded.  
After the studying on the name origin of Huiyan Mountain,  I found that at least 
in Song Dynasty, many literators knew that there were wild geese in the south of 
Huiyan Mountain, but they still said the wild geese can’t fly over Huiyan Mountain in 
their poems. Because at this situation, Huiyan Mountain had become a literature 
image not just a geographic mountain. So the study of Huiyan Mountain’s literature 
Image become more important. We analysis wild geese’ and Hengyang wild geese’ 
literature image in PartFour which are the origin of Huiyan Moutain’s .The content of 
Part  Five is to analysis its specific image and how did the image changeduring the 
long time history. And I also discuss the reason why its image changed. 
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① 详情请见邓岚、潘秋子整理：《“文学作品中的地理空间问题”研讨会综述》，《世界文学评论》，2009
年第 2 期。 
② 陈熙远：《人去楼坍水自流——试论坐落在文化史上的黄鹤楼》，见李孝悌主编：《中国的城市生活》，
新星出版社，2006 年，第 327—370 页。 
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